
E.3 MAIN SCREEN  
This is the normal operator screen.

All day to day cutting changes can be controlled from this screen.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cycle cut:

To start Cutter cycle press the green button and it will start the knife motor. Cutting 
mode is dependent on cut mode switch, see above.  As an indication the button will 
turn red plus the knife graphic within the symbol will rotate to indicate movement.

Manual cut push button: 

When pressed completes one manual cut. Note only operates when machine is out 
of cutting cycle.

Set inputs:

To adjust the different mode parameter tap the display input panel (Blue) and a 
keyboard is displayed to enter the desired value. Press return key to enter the new 
value. 
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Counter 1:

Maximum value of 32,000 units. When the actual counter 1 value is equal to the 
batch size value the beacon goes off. If the batch stop option (See Admin panel) is 
active the machine stops and the Batch complete screen is displayed. Otherwise, the 
actual counter 1 is set to 0 and the machine keeps working.

Counter 2: This counter can only be set to 0 by an administrator.



Cutting mode panel:
Press upper mode selection bar to display cutting mode below

Modes:

The following table shows the cutting ratios per mode:

MODE CUTS PER MINUTE

Demand Max.450
Speed 450 - 4000
Sensor Max.450
Timer Max.450

For Demand, Timer and Sensor modes the cutter executes a revolution to perform 
the cut and then it waits at the homing position until the next cut. Owing to that, these 
modes cannot reach very high cut ratios to increase the durability of the motor.

In case of high cut ratios (>450 Cuts per minute) it is recommended to use Speed 
Mode. In this mode the cutter runs continuously. Not used this mode for low cut ratios 
(<450 Cuts per minute) due to a low speed might not be enough to perform the cut. 
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Demand Mode: 

The cut is performed when the pre-set length is equal to the actual length. The 
parameters to be set are:

Demand Parameters Limits
Pre-set Length 0.1-1,000,000 mm
Power 10-100 % of Maximum Speed.
Encoder Direction Clockwise/Anticlockwise
Pulses per mm 1-100

Parameters Encoder Direction and Pulses per mm can only be set for an 
administrator on the administration panel.

Sensor Mode: 

The cut is performed when the external cut pulse is received. The parameter to be 
set is:

Demand Parameters Limits
Power 10-100 % of Maximum Speed.

Timer Mode: 

The cut is performed after the set time has elapsed. The parameters to be set are:

Demand Parameters Limits
Time (Milliseconds) 50 - 32,000 ms
Power 10-100 % of Maximum Speed.

Speed Mode: 

Demand Parameters Limits
Speed RPM 450 – 4,000 RPM

Cutter Power:

Adjust blade power on Demand, Timer and Sensor mode. It is the cutter speed 
during the cut. The value is a percent of the maximum speed100% = 4000 RPM. 

Note: Has no effect in Speed mode. 

Pulses per millimetre (Length Scaling):

Scaling factor to adjust entered cut length on HMI and actual length. 

Blade Datum Adjust

Adjusts blade datum (stop position) on demand mode. Factory set to 180’ from cut 
point with drive pins horizontal and location notch toward the rear.

Beacon duration:

Time the beacon goes off when the batch is complete. (Present Counter1 = 
Counter1). 



Log On/Off:
To be able to modify some parameters is necessary to login as administrator. Click 
on the red Lock on the main screen and the log on dialog will be displayed:

Introduce the following user and password:

User Password
admin 2706

The user will be automatically log off after 5 minutes if the screen is not being used. 
To log off manually click on the green lock and the following dialog will be displayed:

LOG ON NEW USER LOG OFF CLOSE PANEL 



Click on Log off icon to log off as administrator.

Administration Panel:

Factory defaults: 

It will reset all the parameters values to the factory default settings.

Operator permissions:

This permission allows the operator to modify the cut mode and the settings in the 
Cut mode Panel. Otherwise, the settings will only be displayed and it will not possible 
to modify them. 

Batch stop:

If it is enabled the machine will stop when the counter 1 value is equal to the pre-set 
counter value.  

Encoder direction:

If the actual length value displayed is negative change the direction of the encoder.
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E.4 DRIVE FAULTS

In case of any driver produces an error the Driver Faults screen will come up and the 
error will be displayed. Press the reset button of the faulty drive to reset the error. If 
the error has disappeared the Main screen will be displayed. Otherwise the Driver 
Faults screen will be not closed.
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E.5 OVERHEAT FAULT

When the blade, bush or tunnels get overheat the following screen is displayed. This 
screen cannot be closed until all the elements have the correct temperature.  

 


